Two-Trip Transit Partner and One-Day Pass Stepper

What are they?
Either Pass can be used in the absence of a Fare Card for taking students on class trips or for emergencies. Please note that neither is valid for travel on Regional Rail.

- Two-Trip Transit Partner Passes are SEPTA products that are valid for two (2) trips on any bus, subway, or trolley route. The two (2) trips do not need to be taken on the same day.
- One-Day Passes are SEPTA products that are valid for eight (8) trips on any bus, trolley, or subway route in one calendar day by one person.

How do they work?
Both passes are activated upon the first tap at a farebox or turnstile Validator. They are valid only on Transit services (bus, trolley, subway, Norristown High-Speed Line).

Two-Trip Transit Partner Pass
- Good for up to two (2) trips taken on any day (consecutively or on different days)
- Includes Free Transfer if used for a continuation of a trip, (not return direction), within 120 minutes from the first tap.

One-Day Passes
- Good for up to eight (8) trips taken on any one day.

What is the Value?
- Two-Trip Pass - $4.00 dollars
- One-Day-Trip Pass - $6.00 dollars

When should either Pass be used?
- At the schools’ discretion, for emergencies.

How can Schools purchase Passes?
- Public Schools can create a purchase order in the ERP system. Click the Purchasing Transpasses via the ERP System link for guidance.
- Non-Public and Charter Schools will use the 2 Trip Pass Purchase Form.

Please contact Nazareth Latimore at nlatimore@philasd.org, if you have additional questions.